FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PDES, Inc. Announces 2018 Bryan K. Martin Technical Excellence Award Winner
Asheville, NC – March 12, 2018

Kevin Le Tutour of Boost Conseil is the winner of the 2018 Bryan K. Martin Technical Excellence Award. Mr. Le Tutour is a member of the ISO 10303 AP242 e2 Managed Model-Based 3D Engineering Project Team. His contributions include the successful development of geometry enhancements; draft builds of AP242, AP209 (Composite and Metallic Structural Analysis and Related Design), AP210 (Electronic Assembly, Interconnect and Packaging Design); and the STEP Module and Resource Library.

Mr. Le Tutour led the update and enhancement efforts for twelve application modules, including tessellate shape representation accuracy parameter, construction history, and parametric entities, and three integrated resources. His active role in extending and enhancing the capabilities of STEP and the publication process ensures a high-quality standard that meets industry needs.

In the years that he has been involved in the AP242 e2 Project, Mr. Le Tutour has become a highly-respected technical resource who is willing to assist where the need is greatest. He is recognized by senior technical experts in several SC4 Workgroups and STEP domains as an accomplished peer.

Mr. Le Tutour has played a key role with WG12 and WG21 through his clear communication of progress on the issues resolution and change request development. As bugs were resolved, he ensured that the technical changes were correctly incorporated into the build files. His knowledge of the status of the build, along with his expertise in understanding the issues involved, has enabled him to ensure the reliability of complex build process. The dedication and assistance that Mr. Le Tutour has given to his teams has enabled them to accomplish their goals and objectives.

The PDES, Inc. Executive Board established the Bryan K. Martin Technical Excellence Award in memory of Bryan K. Martin, whose exceptional record of strong leadership and tireless work helped to achieve PDES, Inc. goals. The Board presents this award annually to a PDES, Inc. member who has demonstrated superior technical contributions to the program.

PDES, Inc. is a member-based consortium focused on the development and implementation of model-based standards to support the digital enterprise. Founded in 1988, the organization includes members from Industry, Government and Academia. More information can be found at https://pdesinc.org/
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Figure 1. The Bryan K. Martin Technical Excellence Award recipient, Kevin Le Tutour of Boost Conseil